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Convert and Edit MTS/M2TS file with Pavtube MTS/M2TS Converter for Mac
Published on 03/15/10
Pavtube Studio has released Pavtube MTS/M2TS Converter 1.8, its newest conversion
software
for Mac. MTS/M2TS Converter is specially designed to process files recorded from AVCHD
digital camcorders. It helps users convert these unreadable MTS/M2TS files to many other
regular formats, such as MOV, MPEG, MP4, FLV, WMV, 3GP, AVI, MKV, etc. for playback on a
variety of portable devices and hard drives, uploading to various social networking and
importing into iMovie, FCP, FCE, etc.
Mt Vernon, New York - Pavtube Studio, an excellent and professional software developer,
releases the newest MTS/M2TS conversion software - Pavtube MTS/M2TS Converter for Mac
1.8
which is specially designed to process the MTS/M2TS files recorded from AVCHD digital
camcorders including Cannon, Sony, etc.
This program is devoted to help users convert these unreadable MTS/M2TS files to many
other regular formats, such as MOV, MPEG, MP4, FLV, WMV, 3GP, AVI, MKV, etc. for
playback
on a variety of portable devices and hard drives, uploading to various social networking
and importing into iMovie, FCP, FCE, etc. Besides, this software still features conversion
of M2TS files streamed from Blu-ray discs and compressing the large file to a small size
for collection. Suitable output formats are also available for playback on WDTV, Apple TV
and some other HD TVs.
This version optimizes the audio-video sync technology to further guarantee the audio and
video of output file in sync. And the newest video and audio codec is available for
high-quality output file. With the leading multi- thread technology, incredible conversion
speed will impress every user. For better user experience, new kind function that supports
automatic shutdown is added into this latest version.
Pricing and Availability:
Pavtube MTS/M2TS Converter for Mac is for $29.00 (USD). Besides, all the update is for
free and warm and kind after-sale service is available at 24/7.
Pavtube:
http://www.pavtube.com/
Pavtube MTS/M2TS Converter for Mac:
http://www.pavtube.com/mts-converter-mac/
Download:
http://activate.pavtube.com/pavtube/download/?s=e22b1afdf5ae671f9daed2f2ea9b2f3d&n=mtsconverter-mac
Purchase:
http://www.pavtube.com/mts-converter-mac/purchase/
Screenshot:
http://www.pavtube.com/images/mts-converter-mac/interface.jpg

Pavtube Studio is a professional multimedia software provider for personal entertainment
and public entertainment with the brilliant conversion and copy products which can convert
DVDs and Videos to numerous video and audio formats for playback on iPhone, iPod , PSP,
Xbox 360, ZEN PS3, Apple TV, WD TV, HD TV, Home server, HTPC, etc.
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